
WSTIMS For Windows
Fix List

Status Priority
Program
Version Component Issue Notes

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Trick Calc Skier on pass 1 had T7F, TB fall
On 2nd pass had T7F, T5B,TWBB, etc..
The T7F and T5B on the 2nd pass were 
marked as repeats
Should have been T7F repeat, T5B, 
TWBB, etc

Had to add special handling to 
recognize that the T5b is 
considered a reverse of a T7F

Closed L 7.1.0.0 Registration Consider adding a new attribute to the 
TourReg table for a withdrawn skier.  This 
could be set on the registration window and 
then OLR imports for that skiers will be 
bypassed.  This will make re-importing 
entries to pickup new entries much cleaner 
and simpler.

Added new withdrawn attribute to 
registration.  When this is checked 
the skier will be removed from all 
events but left in the tournament.  
Any subsequent imports will check 
for this flag and bypass the import 
for the skier with this checked.

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Records Update AWSA, IWWF, and Collegiate 
Records

Done

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Trick Calc I experimented with this a bit.  What I found 
is that if you enter tb n/c, tf n/c, r, r, tb, tbb, tf
In this scenario the 1st tb and tf are marked 
n/c at the time they are entered and then the 
tb after the 2 reverses is marked as credit 
correctly .  However if the tricks were 
entered without consideration to the credit 
then the scorer went back and marked the 2 
tricks n/c then at that point the tb which was 
initially marked as a repeat is not updated to 
be credit.  That is a flaw and a tough one to 
figure out.  I will put that on my to do list.

I also noticed another flaw.  When I entered 
tb n/c, tf n/c, r, r, tb, tbb, tf 
In this scenario the tb after 2 reverses was 
correctly marked as credit but also the tf 
after the tbb is also marked as credit and 
that is not correct.

Fixed the 2nd issue that I stumbled 
on  but the first is something that 
really can't be handled 
automatically.  If the tricks are 
marked credit and then a 
subsequent trick is marked as a 
repeat.  Then subsequently go 
back and mark the initial trick as 
n/c.  The later tricked with a status 
of repeat must be manually marked 
as credit. 
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Closed H 7.1.0.0 Trick Calc Getting warning about needing officials for 
ELR event in tricks even if officials are 
assigned

Was not checking to see if officials 
were assigned.  Fixed

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Sort Dialog Issue reported with exceptions and crashing 
program when attempting to open Sort 
Dialog

Issues was that the somehow an 
invalid attribute was selected in the 
list.  This was causing the crash.  
Fix the issue that was allowing an 
invalid attribute from being 
available.

Closed H 7.1.0.0 IWWF License Remove support for single license Updated IwwfMembership.  
Commented out acceptance of 
single competition

Closed H 7.1.0.0 BPMS Update to functionality based on changes to 
tolerances, different for L and R, reride 
starting length, etc

Updates implemented but some 
work still needed on applying 
mandatory reride functionality

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Registration Handling member status and the effective of 
Safe Sport status and background checks.

See 
C:\WaterskiScoring\SystemInfo\Membership
StatusHandling for information from Mark 
Crone 

Unable to use Integrass API 
because it requires the users 
password.  Alternative is that 
Integrass is working on a daily port 
of member status

Closed H 7.1.0.0 CodeValueList 
JumpBoatTime3Seg
Updates to 52M segment for 54kph 
and 51 kph

Updated Done

Closed HH 7.1.0.0 Registration Import Modify server queries that retrieve member 
data and membership status to include new 
member status code provided by Integrass

Eliminating the use of CanSki and 
CanSkiGR attributes.  They know 
no longer seem relevant given the 
new safe sport and member system 
functioinality

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Live Web Update TourReg table schema for new 
withdrawn attribute

Done
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Closed H 7.1.0.0 Registration Import Enhance handling of membership stataus 
using new information from new 
membership system

Done

Closed H 7.1.0.0 Tournament Registration Add Enhancement window to handle new 
membership status values from new 
membership system

Eliminate the ability to manually add 
members.  This must be done thru the 
AWSA membership system now

Change membership status to a display only 
on manual registration add windown.  This 
must be handled thru AWSA membership 
system now.

Done
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